Instituto de Ciencias del Grafismo
Institute of Graphological Sciences

JANUARY 2011: START OF THE NEW AUTONOMOUS UNIVERSITY OF
BARCELONA (UAB) COURSE PROGRAMME FOR THE MASTERS IN
EUROPEAN GRAPHOANALYSIS AND THE MASTERS IN CRIMINALISTICS
Directors Professor Francisco Viñals y Professor Mariluz Puente inaugurated
the majority of the courses in this new academic year, while Professor Josep
Llobet inaugurated the course on Psychological Analysis of Handwriting
Family Orientation and Professional. Both Masters, which give European
credits, involve a large Professorial staff, with exceptional involvement from
specialists from the National Police Corps, as this year the Masters in
Criminalistics (Forensic Sciences) joins the ceremonies and celebrations for
the Spanish Scientific Police Department’s Centenary.
Masters in European Graphoanalysis UAB - European Masters in Criminalistics (Forensic Sciences) UAB
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DOCUMENT SECURITY TECHNOLOGY
--Degree in Prevention and Integral Security

EPSI-UAB
--Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona

Students in the fourth year of the Degree in Prevention and Integral Security
also receive technical training in graphology and document analysis; some of
them have even chosen to undertake graphological research or suspicious
document analysis for their final year projects, under the tutorship of Professors
Francisco Viñals Carrera and Mariluz Puente Balsells, who are for the heads of
said subject.
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CONTRIBUTORS

ALICANTE
Francisco Tortosa, contributing lecturer in the UAB Masters in Graphoanalysis
and in Criminology, and President of the ANTUD (National Association of
University Document Examiners), in collaboration with the Local Police in
Alicante, organized a Seminar at the end of March on Applied Graphistics in
determining the authorship of graffiti. The UAB students who attended bore
witness to the excellent educational ability and high professional level of our
colleague Francisco Tortosa and his team, something that has already been
recognised in the press since 2009, when the anti-graffiti vandalism unit was
founded.

In January, Francisco Tortosa had also already participated in the Conference
organized by the S.E.I.P.C (Spanish Society of Criminal Profiling Investigation)
with the University of Alicante, on Creating and Investigating Criminal Profiles
and Serial Killings, with the lecture: Graphopsychological profile of a serial
killer’s signature, also bringing together his colleague and Lecturer of the UAB
Masters in European Graphoanalysis: Leticia Perinat.
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BILBAO
In March 2011, Professor Irune Ibarra of the UPV (Polytechnic University of
Valencia) gave a lecture entitled “Handwriting in school, an interdisciplinary
approach in the 21st century” to great acclaim before the Bilbao Official
Association of Psychologists. The event was organized by Leticia Perinat and
Rosa Ortiz Ciges, Lecturers from the UAB Masters in European Graphoanalysis.

MADRID
Our colleague and representative in Madrid, Lecturer Mº Ángeles Arteaga is
tutoring a group from the UAB Masters in European Graphoanalysis.
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MURCIA
Mr Jordi Morera Jansá, MBA, representative of the AGC (Association of Consultant
Graphoanalysts of Spain) for the Augusto Vels Museum, represented the organisation
in the functions held by the municipal authorities of the town of Puerto Lumbreras
(Murcia) for the purposes of classifying the Museum Collection of the work of
Professor Augusto Vels on behalf of the Museums Committee and the Board of Fine
Arts. This is a major achievement for Graphoanalysts and for the Spanish AGC as a
contributing organisation of the Museum.

OVIEDO
Lecturer Manuel J. Moreno Ferrero, one of the cornerstones of our academic team, is
currently located in Asturias. In addition to his role as tutor to a Masters group, he
continually participates in and organises activities and conferences, not only in
Asturias but throughout the whole of Spain.

SEVILLA
José Domínguez León, Ph.D, in addition to his assistance and advice as a professor in
our UAB programmes, carries out classroom-based training in Graphology at the
UNED (National University of Distance Education) in Seville.
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GRATEFULNESS
Gratefulness to the –Sociedad Gallega de Grafología- ( Galician Association of
Graphology) that has granted the Member's title of Honor to the Professor Francisco
VIÑALS CARRERA
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GRATEFULNESS TO THE ARTIST CESAR REGLERO

The Directors of the Institute of Graphological Sciences (Francisco Viñals Carrera and
Mariluz Puente Nalsells) design are grateful for the obsequiousness of this beautiful
pictorial work, on the part of our friend César Reglero, recognized artist and
distinguished companion.
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EPSI-UAB MASTERS IN CRIMINALISTICS

www.grafologiauniversitaria.com
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AGRADECIMIENTO A PROFESORES Y COLABORADORES ICG-UAB

GRATEFULNESS TO THE ASSOCIATIONS
OF THE ARMED FORCES
Gratefulness to the civic - military associations that form a
part of the Presentation of Culture of Defense in Catalonia
specially to the AFAS and to the veterans' institution of
the Police for his invitations to the acts of 2011, both in
diverse places of Catalonia and in the Barrack of the
Bruch in Barcelona, culminating last June 4 in the meeting
of associations in the former C.I.R. N º 9 of Sescebes's Sant
Climent (nowadays Billeting of the Regiment of Infantry
of Mountain " Arapiles N º 62 "), very known by the Prof.
Francisco Viñals for having taken part previously in
activities of formation in
the above mentioned
center. We make the
gratefulness extensive to
all the companions of the
Forces and Bodies of the
Security of the State for
his enormous sacrifices,
they help to work for the
establishment of the
Peace.
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Sant Climent Sescebes (Girona) Regiment of Infantry of Mountain " Arapiles N º 62 "
Meeting of the Presentation of Culture of Defense in Catalonia

Juan Carricondo (President of
the veterans' association of
traffic of the Police) and
Florentino Recio (manager of
IPA Barcelona) friends and
companions of the Dtres.
Francisco Viñals y Mariluz
Bridge in the recent
celebration in honor of the
meritorious institution.

The Spanish FAS in the International Defense inside the United Nations
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Participation of the Spanish FAS in the Missions of Peace.

Funereal acts in the Barrack of the Bruch in Barcelona
for the companions' Losses suffered in Afghanistan

Acts of celebration of the FAS in the Barrack of the Bruch

Palace of the General Captaincy (Headquarters of the
Military Region Pirenaica)

The “Molt Honorable” (Very Honourable) Mr. Artur Mas, President of the Autonomous government of Catalonia
with the Military Chiefs, in a bibliographical presentation of Military Engineers, of great cultural interest.
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MASTER EN CRIMINALÍSTICA, EPSI-UAB

www.grafologiauniversitaria.com
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